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Abstract—We consider the problem of oblivious transfer (OT)
over OFDM and MIMO wireless communication systems where
only the receiver knows the channel state information. The sender
and receiver also have unlimited access to a noise-free real
channel. Using a physical layer approach, based on the properties
of the noisy fading channel, we propose a scheme that enables
the transmitter to send obliviously one-of-two files, i.e., without
knowing which one has been actually requested by the receiver,
while also ensuring that the receiver does not get any information
about the other file.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a movie server, or a server of medical database.
A subscriber wants a specific item (a movie, or information
about a specific disease) without the server being able to know
which item is desired by the subscriber. The subscriber is also
not allowed to gain any significant information about any other
item. This is an example of oblivious transfer.
In one-out-of-two string oblivious transfer (OT), one party,
Alice, has two files and the other party, Bob, wants one of
these files. Bob needs to obtain the required file without Alice
finding out the identity of the file chosen by him. Bob should
also not be able to recover any significant information about
the other file. Alice and Bob are assumed to be “honest but
curious” participants - they follow the agreed protocol but are
also curious to gain additional knowledge of the other’s data
from their own observations during the protocol [1], [2].
OT has been studied in various forms for some time in
cryptography [3], [4]. It is a special case of secure function
computation problems, where multiple parties want to compute
a function without revealing additional information about their
data to other parties. It was shown by Kilian [5] that an OT
protocol can be used as a subroutine to devise a protocol for
two-party secure function computation for any function that is
representable by a boolean circuit.
It is well known that OT can not be performed only by
interactive communication over a noise-free channel. The OT
is thus studied with a noisy channel as a critical resource in
addition to unlimited access to a noise-free channel. The OT
capacity is the largest length of file that can be transferred, per
use of the noisy channel, between Alice and Bob. In [1], [2],
one-out-of-two string OT has been studied when the noisy
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channel between Alice and Bob is a Discrete Memoryless
Channel (DMC). An upper bound for the OT capacity of a
DMC was given in [1] and it was shown that the given upper
bound is achievable by a simple scheme for binary erasure
channels (BEC). Multi-user variants of OT have been studied
over broadcast erasure channels in [6], [7].
One-out-of-two string OT has been considered in the context
of AWGN channels in [8], where a protocol was proposed. The
case of fast fading wireless channels has also been discussed
in [8], where the fading state varies in each transmission and
is not known to the transmitter or the receiver. Under such
assumption, the channel can be modeled by the conditional
probability distribution pY |X with the channel state marginal-
ized. The fading state does not directly provide any additional
advantage in OT here, other than through its influence on
pY |X . The OT capacity is not known for many important
channels including AWGN and binary symmetric channels.
In this paper, we consider OT over two classes of wireless
slow-fading channels: orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) channel and multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) channel, where the fading state information is avail-
able only at the receiver (CSIR), [9]. Channels with CSIR
(Fig. 1) have not been considered for OT before to the best
of our knowledge. CSIR is a common assumption in wireless
communication which can be made when the coherence block
length n is sufficiently large. We allow an interactive protocol
to run over n uses of the channel during which the channel
state remains fixed, and in that period the noise-free channel
can be used any finite number of times. In other words, we
assume that one run of the OT protocol is completed in one
coherence block. However, following common principle of
rate-adaptation used in many wireless communication models,
the OT rate may vary from block to block depending on the
channel state. As we will see in our schemes, the knowledge
of the state only at the receiver is the key to some interesting
techniques for OT. Our techniques have the flavor of the
protocol for BECs [1].
Noise−free channel
S
AK0,K1
X Y
K̂C
BpY|X,S C
Fig. 1. Communication setup for oblivious transfer over channels with state
Communication under secrecy constraints has been studied
by many authors (see [10]). In particular, private communica-
tion over a wiretap channel in the presence of eavesdropper
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2has been studied extensively [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].
In this work, we make use of coding techniques for Gaussian
wiretap channels as a building block for our achievability
schemes.
In both OFDM and MIMO, we rely on the modeling of the
channel as parallel fading channels. For the MIMO setup, this
is done using the SVD precoder matrix that is communicated
by Bob to Alice. The parallel channels are grouped in pairs.
OT is performed independently at different rates over different
pairs.
We show (Theorem 1) that the best pairing of the parallel
channels is that of the strongest channel with the weakest, and
so on with the rest of the channels. The idea of pairing good
and bad subchannels in OFDM and SVD-precoded MIMO was
also used in [17], [18] with the aim of designing signal sets that
minimize error probability or maximize mutual information.
Here, we exploit subchannel pairing to guarantee that Alice
is oblivious to which file is requested and that Bob only
receives one of the two files. We also derive the optimal power
allocation among the pairs of channels.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
problem definition and the system model for both OFDM
and MIMO channels. In Section III, we present protocols for
OT over 2-channels OFDM, 2 × 2 MIMO and 2 × 1 MIMO
channels. We present the general protocol for 2N -channels
OFDM and 2N×nB MIMO models in Section IV, following a
common principle. Optimization of our protocol is discussed in
Section V. High SNR asymptotics of OT rate for our protocol
is analyzed in Section VI. We provide simulation results of
our OT scheme for simple OFDM and MIMO channels in
Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
The proof of our optimal pairing (Theorem 1) is presented in
Appendix A.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Alice (A) and Bob (B) are two parties in the system as
shown in Fig. 1. Alice has two binary strings K0,K1 of
equal length, and Bob wants one of these strings KC where
C ∈ {0, 1} is Bob’s choice bit. We assume that all the bits in
(K0,K1, C) are i.i.d. ∼ Ber(1/2). Alice can communicate
with Bob over a channel pY |X,S with state S, where the
state remains fixed over a large block length n, and varies
from block to block in an i.i.d. manner. The state is known
to Bob at the beginning of a block. This models wireless
communication setups, where in a large coherence block of
length n, the fading state remains fixed, and the fading state
is known (estimated) by the receiver. This is commonly known
as the quasi-static channel model [9],[10]. In addition to this
channel, there is also a noise-free channel over which Alice
and Bob can communicate real numbers between each other
without any error/distortion. During each block, the noise-free
channel can be used any finite number of times. The length
L(S) of K0,K1 depends on S. Since Bob knows the state
S at the beginning of a block, he is assumed to compute and
communicate L(S) to Alice over the noise-free channel. The
goal of a protocol is to transfer KC to Bob obliviously, within
the current block, such that Bob has negligible knowledge
about KC , and Alice has no knowledge about C (perfect
secrecy against Alice).
Our setup can also be used to transfer large files. We then
need multiple coherence blocks to complete the OT session
for one pair of files. The two files can be broken into multiple
chunks to form one pair (K0i,K1i) for each block i. Then
one run of the protocol is performed in each block, where the
choice bit C of Bob remains the same over the whole session
involving many runs of the protocol.
An (n,L(·)) OT protocol is parameterized by the number
n of channel uses and by a function L(·) of the state S. There
are a total of k rounds of communication between Alice and
Bob, including communication over both the noisy and noise-
free channels. These are indexed by 1, 2, · · · , k, where k can
be random and can be dependent on S. But for every S, it
is required to be finite with probability 1. The noisy channel
is used at rounds i1, i2, · · · , in ∈ {1, · · · , k}. At every round
before round i1, between consecutive ij and ij+1, and after
round in, Alice and Bob exchange a sequence of real numbers
over the noise-free channel. In the following, Xi and Yi denote
respectively the input and the output of the noisy channel
at time index i. In the following description of the protocol,
we denote Yi := (Y1, Y2, · · · , Yi) for any positive integer i.
Ei,Fi are also similarly defined. In the rest of the paper, we
also denote the transmitted length-n vector by X. The length-
n vector transmitted by the l-th antenna (in case of MIMO) or
over the l-th subchannel (in case of OFDM) will be denoted
by Xl = (Xl1, Xl2, · · · , Xln).
A. The structure of an (n,L(·)) protocol:
1) Alice has two bit-strings K0,K1 of length L(S) each,
and Bob has a choice bit C. K0,K1 can be substrings of
two larger strings available with Alice, and their length
L(S) is computed by Alice based on some information
about S sent by Bob during the protocol.
2) Alice and Bob generate private random variables
WA,WB , respectively.
3) For ij < i < ij+1 for every j = 0, 1, · · · , n (as-
suming i0 = 0 and in+1 = k + 1), Alice sends
Ei = Ei(K0,K1,WA,F
i−1) and Bob sends Fi =
Fi(C, S,WB ,E
i−1,Yj) over the noise-free channel.
Here F 0 = E0 = Y 0 = ∅.
4) For i = ij , Alice transmits Xj =
Xj(K0,K1,WA,F
ij−1) over the noisy channel
and Bob receives Yj . There is no communication
over the noise-free channel in these rounds, and thus
Ei = Fi = ∅.
5) At the end of the protocol, Bob computes K̂C =
K̂(C, S,WB ,E
k,Yn).
The rate L(S)/n of a protocol as described above is a function
of the state S, and is denoted by R(S).
Definition 1 A non-negative rate function R(S) is said to
be achievable if there is a sequence of (n,L(n)(·))-protocols
such that for every S, L
(n)(S)
n → R(S) as n → ∞, and the
3protocols satisfy the conditions
P (K̂C 6= KC)→ 0
I(K0K1WAF
k;C) = 0
1
nI(CSWBY
nEk;KC)→ 0. (1)
The average rate R is the expectation of R(S). The OT
capacity is the supremum of all achievable average OT rates.
B. Gaussian wiretap channel
Wiretap channel has been studied as a standard model
for communication in the presence of an eavesdropper [11],
[12]. We model our MIMO and OFDM channels as complex
channels. If Alice and Bob are respectively the transmitter
and receiver of a complex AWGN channel, and if Eve is a
wiretapper, whose received symbol is more noisy than that of
Bob (degraded channel assumption), then the secrecy capacity
of the wiretapper channel is given by
Cc
(
P
σ2B
,
P
σ2E
)
= log2
(
1 +
P
σ2B
)
− log2
(
1 +
P
σ2E
)
(2)
where σ2B and σ
2
E are the variance of the noise at Bob and
Eve, respectively, and P is the transmit power [12]. Encoding
for such channels involves mixing the message with some
random bits (with rate equaling the capacity of the wiretapper)
before encoding for the complex AWGN channels. Bob can
decode both the message and the random bits as the total
rate of these is below his capacity, whereas the random bits
completely hide the message from Eve. Eve gets almost no
information about the message [13]. We will denote this
channel with power constraint P asWT (P, P
σ2B
, P
σ2E
). Practical
coding schemes approaching the secrecy capacity have been
proposed for discrete memoryless channels using polar codes
[19] and for the Gaussian channel based on lattice codes [20],
under semantic security.
In this paper we consider two channels with states, OFDM
and MIMO, as discussed below. The essential technique used
for OT over both these setups is the same.
C. The OFDM Setup
The OFDM setup is modeled in Fig. 2 as 2N paral-
lel fading AWGN channels between Alice and Bob. The
channel states are given by independent fading coefficients
H0, H1, · · · , H2N−1. If the vector Xl = (Xl1, Xl2, · · · , Xln)
is transmitted in n channel uses over the l-th channel for
l = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1, then the received vector over the l-th
channel is given by
Yl = HlXl + Zl,
where Zl is the noise with i.i.d. real and imaginary parts
∼ N (0, 1/2). We assume that Hl are i.i.d. with Rayleigh
distribution. The channel gains remain fixed for a block of
length n, and change from block to block in an i.i.d. manner.
We assume that they are known to Bob in the beginning of the
block. The average transmitted power in any block is restricted
to P , i.e.,
∑2N−1
l=0
∑n
j=1 |Xlj |2 ≤ nP .
Z0
A B.
H0
C
.
.
.
.
.
(H0, H1, · · · , H2N−1)
H2N−1
Noise-free channel
Z2N−1
K0,K1 K̂C
Fig. 2. The OT setup with independent parallel channels
D. The MIMO Setup
Let us consider the MIMO system with transmitter Alice
and receiver Bob, as shown in Fig. 3. The transmitter has nA
antennas and the receiver has nB antennas. We assume that nA
is even. Let X = (Xlj)0≤l≤nA−1
1≤j≤n
denote the complex matrix
transmitted by Alice over n uses of the MIMO channel. The
received matrix Y is given by
Y = HX + Z (3)
where Z ∈ CnB×n is the complex Gaussian noise matrix with
all entries having i.i.d. real and imaginary parts ∼ N (0, 1/2)
and H ∈ CnB×nA represents the complex channel fading
matrix. The entries of H are assumed to be i.i.d. complex
random variables with independent real and imaginary parts
∼ N (0, 1/2). H remains fixed over the block of length n,
and changes in an i.i.d. manner from block to block. The
average transmit power in any block is constrained to be P ,
i.e.,
∑nA−1
l=0
∑n
j=1 |Xlj |2 ≤ nP . We assume that H is known
only to Bob in the beginning of each block.
Noise-free channel
B
C
A
HK0,K1 K̂C
X Y
Fig. 3. MIMO system for oblivious transfer
III. THE PROTOCOL: SOME EXAMPLES
We now show our OT protocols for some simple examples
to illustrate the basic principle. In all the three examples, Bob
reveals some partial information about the channel state to
Alice so that there are, in effect, two parallel channels with
different SNRs, and Alice does not know which of them is
4the better channel. Bob reveals the channel over which each
file is to be communicated – the desired file over the stronger
channel, and the other file over the weaker channel. Alice uses
encoding for a suitable wiretap channel so that Bob can decode
the file transmitted over the stronger channel, but not the file
transmitted over the weaker channel.
A. 2-Channels OFDM
Let us consider an OFDM setup with 2 subchannels, each
of which undergo independent and identical Rayleigh fading.
For a block, let us define
B = argmax{|H0|, |H1|}
W = C ⊕B
R = Cc(P |HB |2/2, P |HB |2/2)− 
where ⊕ denotes the modulo-2 addition, Cc(·, ·) is given in
(2), and  > 0 is a pre-chosen constant.
The protocol:
1) Bob reveals (W, |HB |, |HB |) to Alice over the noise-free
channel.
2) Alice takes strings K0 and K1 of length
L(|H0|, |H1|) := nR each. She encodes KW and
KW into two length-n codewords X0 and X1
respectively, such that each has an average power P/2.
A code suitable for WT (P2 , P |HB |
2
2 ,
P |HB |2
2 ) is used
to encode both the strings. X0 and X1 are transmitted
over the respective channels. Note that KC has been
encoded into XB , and KC has been encoded into XB .
3) Bob receives Y0 and Y1 with SNR P |H0|2/2 and
P |H1|2/2 respectively. He decodes KC from YB using
the decoder for the wiretap channel referred above.
Correctness of the protocol: Note that KC is transmitted
over the stronger channel (B), and KC is transmitted over
the weaker channel (B). Bob’s received SNR in the stronger
channel is P |HB |2/2, whereas his received SNR in the weaker
channel is P |HB |2/2. Thus he can decode KC with vanishing
probability of error, whereas he can get negligible information
about KC as his SNR is that of the wiretapper in this
channel. Since |H0| and |H1| are independent and identically
distributed, it is easy to check that I(W ;C) = 0, thus Alice
does not learn anything about Bob’s choice C.
B. 2× 2 MIMO
Consider a 2× 2 fading MIMO channel between Alice and
Bob. Alice and Bob each has 2 antennas. Let H denote the
2×2 complex fading matrix. The input-output relation for the
channel is given by (3), where Y,X,Z are 2× n matrices.
Let the SVD decomposition of H be given by
H = UΛVH ,
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements λ0, λ1
such that λ0 ≥ λ1. These are the (real) singular values of H.
Let V0,V1 denote the columns of V. We define
(W0,W1) = (VC ,VC)
and R = Cc(Pλ20/2, Pλ21/2)−  (4)
for some pre-decided , where the Cc(·, ·) above is defined in
(2). Note that W0,W1 are the same as V0,V1, but permuted
depending on C. Bob shares (W0,W1) with Alice in our
protocol, and Alice uses it as the precoding matrix. Bob first
pre-multiplies the received matrix by UH . The resulting end-
to-end system is shown in Fig. 5 where a switch, controlled
by Bob’s choice bit C, determines which input of Alice passes
through which channel to Bob. The firm lines and dotted lines
show the two positions of the coupled switch.
The protocol:
1) Bob reveals (W0,W1, λ0, λ1) to Alice over the noise-
free channel.
2) The basic transmitter and receiver block diagram is
shown in Fig. 4. Alice computes R using (4), and takes
strings K0 and K1 of length L(λ0, λ1) := nR each.
She encodes K0 and K1 into two length-n codewords
X0 and X1 respectively, such that each has an average
power P/2. A code suitable for WT (P2 , Pλ
2
0
2 ,
Pλ21
2 ) is
used to encode both the strings. She then transmits the
matrix
[W0 W1]
[
X0
X1
]
= W0X0 + W1X1
= V0XC + V1XC
= V
[
XC
XC
]
.
3) Bob first multiplies the received 2 × n matrix by UH .
The resulting end-to-end channel is given by
Y˜ =
[
Y˜0
Y˜1
]
= UHHV
[
XC
XC
]
+ UH
[
Z0
Z1
]
=
[
λ0XC
λ1XC
]
+ UH
[
Z0
Z1
]
. (5)
Bob gets Y˜0 and Y˜1 with SNR Pλ20/2 and Pλ
2
1/2
respectively. He decodes KC from Y0 using the decoder
for the wiretap channel referred above.
X 0
X 1
+
+
Z 0
Z 1
Y 0
Y 1
H UH[W 
  0 W  ] 1 Y˜1
Y˜
0
Fig. 4. MIMO precoding for OT
Correctness of the protocol: First note that since Y˜ is obtained
by a unitary (hence invertible) transformation on Y, it contains
exactly the same information as Y. So we will henceforth treat
Y˜ as Bob’s received matrix. Since U is a unitary matrix, UHZ
has the same distribution as that of Z. Also note that KC is
encoded into XC , which is received as Y˜0 with SNR Pλ20/2.
Since this encoding is done by Alice for a complex Gaussian
5+
+
λ0
?
C
X0
X1
Y0
Y1
Z0
Z1λ1
Fig. 5. The equivalent channel with a switch for 2× 2 MIMO setup
wiretap channel with the same receiver SNR, Bob can decode
KC with vanishing probability of error. On the other hand,
KC is encoded into XC , which is received as Y˜1 with SNR
Pλ21/2. Bob can get negligible information about KC as his
SNR in Y˜1 is that of the wiretapper. This ensures secrecy of
Alice against Bob.
About the secrecy of Bob against Alice, first note that
H is circularly symmetric, and thus (V0,V1) and (V1,V0)
have the same distribution, that is, their joint distribution
is symmetric in V0 and V1. Also, note that λ0, λ1 are
independent of C,V0,V1. Thus
I(W0,W1, λ0, λ1;C) = I(VC ,VC ;C) = 0.
This ensures the secrecy of Bob against Alice.
As seen in (5), the SVD precoding as shown in Fig. 4
transforms the MIMO channel into a parallel fading Gaussian
channel, where Alice is unsure of which of the two channels
has the gain λ0, and which has gain λ1. We now discuss the
2×1 MIMO system where the same technique takes a simple
elegant form.
C. 2× 1 MIMO
Consider a 2× 1 fading MIMO channel between Alice and
Bob. Let H = (H0, H1) denote the 1× 2 fading matrix such
that the symbol received by Bob over the MIMO channel is
given by
Y = HX + Z,
where X = (X0, X1)T is the vector transmitted by Alice, and
Z is the noise. Over n uses of the channel, the received vector
is given by
Y = HX + Z,
where X and Z are respectively the 2× n transmitted matrix
and the noise vector of length n. Let the SVD of H be
H = ΛVH
where Λ = (λ, 0), λ =
√|H0|2 + |H1|2, the first column of
V is V0 = (1/λ)HH , and the second column of V is a unit
vector V1 orthogonal to H.
The best way to communicate messages (without any
secrecy condition) is using SVD precoding wherein Alice
multiplies her message symbol with the first column of V0
and transmits. Bob simply divides the received symbol by λ
and chooses the message symbol nearest to the result. Note
that if in addition, Alice added any scalar multiple of V1
to her transmission, it would not contribute to the received
symbol as V1 is orthogonal to H. Thus this dimension which
is orthonormal to H (the null-space of H) is not useful
for communication, as it has zero gain. This reduces the
MIMO channel to a single fading AWGN channel with fading
coefficient λ.
We now give an OT protocol for this channel when only
Bob has the knowledge of H at the beginning of a block. We
define
(W0,W1) = (VC ,VC) (6)
and R = log2
(
1 +
Pλ2
2
)
−  (7)
for some pre-decided . Bob shares (W0,W1) with Alice in
our protocol, and Alice uses it as the precoding matrix. The
resulting channel is equivalent to what is shown in Fig. 6
where a switch, controlled by Bob’s choice bit C, determines
which input of Alice passes through the channel to Bob.
The protocol
1) Bob reveals (W0,W1, λ) to Alice over the noise-free
channel. He sets (W0,W1) as in (6).
2) Both Alice and Bob compute L(λ) := Rn with R given
in (7). Alice encodes each of K0 and K1 (of length L(λ)
each) into a n-length vector. She uses a code suitable for
a complex AWGN channel with SNR P2 λ
2. Let these
encoded vectors be X0 and X1 respectively. Over n
uses of the channel, Alice transmits the 2 × n matrix
W0X0 + W1X1.
3) Bob receives
Y = H(W0X0 + W1X1) + Z
= λXC + Z.
Bob now decodes KC from Y with probability of error
going to zero as n→∞.
X 0
X 1
Y
Z
+
λ
?
C
Fig. 6. The equivalent channel with a switch for 2× 1 MIMO setup
Correctness of the protocol: Since XC is transmitted in the
null-space of H, it does not contribute to Bob’s received
vector. Thus Bob has no information about KC . Since H has
i.i.d. Gaussian entries, (V0,V1) has a distribution which is
symmetric in V0 and V1, and λ is independent of (V0,V1).
Thus, I(W0,W1, λ;C) = 0. Thus the secrecy of Bob against
Alice is met.
6IV. THE GENERAL PROTOCOL
In this section, we present a protocol for the general 2N -
channels OFDM and 2N × nB-MIMO models. Here we
assume that Alice has more (2N ) antennas than Bob has (nB).
The case nB > 2N is similar, and is discussed briefly later.
For the MIMO setup, we first discuss how Bob can reveal
some partial information about the channel matrix to reduce
the channel to a parallel channel. We will then treat both
OFDM and MIMO models as parallel channels and present a
common OT protocol. The OT protocol will group the parallel
channels into pairs and perform OT over each pair using
similar technique as in the previous section.
A. Reducing MIMO setup to parallel channels
Let the SVD decomposition of H be given by
H = UΛVH ,
where Λ is a nB×2N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λnB−1. Let P be a random 2N × 2N
permutation matrix chosen by Bob. Note that a permutation
matrix is unitary, and thus PT = P−1. Let us add (2N −nB)
zero rows with UH to define the 2N × nB matrix
U˜ =
[
UH
0
]
.
Bob sends W = VP over the noise-free channel, and Alice
uses it as the precoding matrix to transmit VPX. Bob first
multiplies the received vector Y by PT U˜ to get
Y˜ = PT U˜Y
= PT
[
ΛPX + UHZ
0
]
= PT
[
Λ
0
]
PX + PT
[
UHZ
0
]
Let us denote λ := (λ0, λ1, · · · , λ2N−1)T as the 2N length
vector of diagonal elements of
[
Λ
0
]
where λl = 0 for
l ≥ nB . Let us also denote Z˜ :=
[
UHZ
0
]
. Let pi denote the
permutation induced on a vector by pre-multiplication by PT ,
that is, PTλ = (λpi(0), λpi(1), · · · , λpi(2N−1)) in particular.
Then
Y˜l = λpi(l)Xl + Z˜pi(l).
We note that for pi(l) ≥ nB , λpi(l) = Z˜pi(l) = 0. This gives a
set of parallel channels such that 2N −nB of them have zero
gain and zero noise. These channels are completely useless for
communication. Since UH is unitary, UHZ is also i.i.d. with
independent real and imaginary components ∼ N (0, 1/2).
Since Bob knows P (and so pi), he will neglect the channels
l for which pi(l) ≥ nB . To reduce this model to a standard
parallel AWGN channels model with constant noise variance
in all channels but different channel gains, we assume that Bob
adds some independent noise with real and imaginary parts
∼ N (0, 1/2) to each of the channels for which pi(l) ≥ nB .
We now prove a lemma which states that in the resulting
parallel channels, Alice can not know the order of the channel
gains.
Lemma 1 Let H be the channel matrix and P is a permu-
tation matrix chosen uniformly at random. Let W = VP
denote the precoding matrix sent to Alice by Bob, and λ be
the zero-padded vector of ordered singular values. Then for
any W and λ, and for any two permutations P and P′, we
have Pr(P|W,λ) = Pr(P′|W,λ) = 1(2N)! .
Proof: V is uniformly distributed over the set of 2N×2N
unitary matrices (see [23, Lemma 5]). Since P is a unitary
matrix W = VP is also unitary and both VP and VP′ are
Haar matrices with the same uniform distribution over the set
of 2N × 2N unitary matrices. Hence fW,λ|P(W,λ|P) =
fV,λ(WP
T ,λ) = fV,λ(W,λ), and also fW,λ(W,λ) =
fV,λ(W,λ). So we have Pr(P|W,λ) = 1(2N)! .
We have now reduced the MIMO channel to a standard
parallel AWGN channels with different gains (singular values)
in different subchannels. The above lemma says that from the
partial channel state information given to Alice, she still would
be ‘completely uncertain’ about the association of the singular
values to the resulting subchannels.
The case of nB > 2N : When nB > 2N , U is an nB × nB
matrix and Λ is a nB × 2N diagonal matrix with (nB − 2N)
zero rows. Let the last nB−2N rows of UH ,Λ and UHZ be
removed to obtain respectively U˜, Λ˜ and Z˜. As before, Alice
transmits VPX. Bob first multiplies PT U˜ to the received
vector to obtain
Y˜ = PT U˜Y
= PT Λ˜PX + PT Z˜.
The protocol now continues with the 2N components of Y˜
which constitute the output of the 2N parallel channels as
before.
In the following, we consider a set of parallel channels
indexed by 1, 2, · · · , 2N , as depicted in Fig. 2. Such a model
could have resulted from an OFDM channel or a MIMO chan-
nel under the scheme discussed above. To treat MIMO and
OFDM in a unified manner in the following, we also assume
λl = |Hl| to be the channel gains in case of OFDM as they
provide the same performance. For OFDM, we assume that
λ1, λ2, · · · , λ2N are i.i.d. and Rayleigh distributed. We now
define an OT-pairing of the channels and a power allocation
under a given total power constraint.
Definition 2 An OT-pairing of the 2N channels is defined
using two maps `, k : {1, 2, · · · , N} → {1, 2, · · · , 2N} such
that
1) `, k are 1− 1
2) Im(`) ∩ Im(k) = ∅
3) λ`(l) > λk(l) ∀ l.
The ordered pairs of the channels are then (`(l), k(l)); l =
1, 2, · · · , N .
7B. Power allocation
Alice divides the total average transmit power P between
the subchannels. In our OT protocol, Alice transmits the same
power over the subchannels in a pair. Let Pl the average power
transmitted on each of the subchannels in pair l, that is, in the
subchannels `(l) and k(l), be Pl. Then Pl ≥ 0 and
N∑
l=1
Pl ≤ P
2
. (8)
The rates for the pairs are taken as
Rl = Cc(Plλ2`(l), Plλ2k(l))−  (9)
for an arbitrarily small fixed constant  > 0. We denote
R = (R1, R2, · · · , RN ). Note that Rl is close to the capacity
of the wiretap channel WT (Pl, Plλ2`(l), Plλ2k(l)). Our OT
protocol for the 2-channels OFDM can be used with average
power constraint 2Pl to achieve a rate Rl for each pair of
subchannels. The total rate achieved is thus
R =
N∑
l=1
Cc(Plλ2`(l), Plλ2k(l))− N. (10)
For simplicity, we assume that nRl is an integer for each l.
We define for l = 1, 2, · · · , N ,
γ˜l = (γl0, γl1) = (`(l), k(l)) (11)
λ˜l = (λ`(l), λk(l)), (12)
and denote γ˜ := (γ˜1, γ˜2, · · · , γ˜N ) and λ˜ = (λ˜1, λ˜2, · · · , λ˜N ).
Let T denote the 2N × 2N permutation matrix represent-
ing the transposition of consecutive pairs. T consists of N
diagonal 2× 2 blocks
[
0 1
1 0
]
. We define
γ =
{
γ˜ if C = 0
γ˜T if C = 1
(13)
Bob shares (γ, λ˜) with Alice. From Alice’s point of view, the
parallel channels appear to be associated with the gains shown
in Fig. 7. The association of the gains to the channels has one
bit of uncertainty as depicted by the two possible positions of
the coupled switches. The position of the switches is controlled
by C, and is not known to Alice. We give the protocol below.
C. The protocol
1) In case of a MIMO setup, Bob first reveals W to Alice,
and Alice uses it as the precoding matrix. Bob also does
appropriate pre-processing as discussed in Sec. IV-A to
reduce the channel to a set of parallel channels.
2) Bob selects an OT pairing `, k and reveals (γ, λ˜) to
Alice over the noise-free channel. He computes these
using (13) and (12) respectively.
3) Both Alice and Bob compute Rl using (9) and Ll = Rln
for l = 1, 2, · · · , N . Let us denote L = ∑Nl=1 Ll. For
each j = 0, 1, Alice breaks Kj (of length L) into N sub-
strings Kjl; l = 1, 2, · · · , N of lengths Ll respectively.
For each j = 0, 1, and l = 1, 2, · · · , N , she encodes Kjl
+
+
+
+
?
C
Yk(N)
Zk(N)
?
Zk(1)
Xk(1)
Xk(N)
λk(1)
λk(N)
Xℓ(1)
Zℓ(1)
λℓ(1)
Zℓ(N)λℓ(N)
Xℓ(N) Yℓ(N)
Yk(1)
Yℓ(1)
Fig. 7. The equivalent channel with a switch
into a n-length vector Xjl of average power Pl using a
code for the wiretap channel WT (Pl, Plλ2`(l), Plλ2k(l)).
Alice transmits this vector over n uses of the channel
γlj .
4) Note that from (13), γlC = `(l) and γlC = k(l) for each
l = 1, 2, · · · , N . Thus Bob receives
Y`(l) = λ`(l)XCl + Z`(l).
Bob now decodes KCl from Y`(l) with probability of
error going to zero as n→∞.
Correctness of the protocol: Bob can decode KCl from Y`(l)
for each l with arbitrarily small probability of error. This fol-
lows from standard results in Gaussian wiretap channels [12].
It also follows that he gets only an arbitrarily small amount
of information about KC from Yk(l) in the sense of (1) [13].
Alice knows that γ˜ ∈ {γ,γT}. Since γ and λ˜ are revealed
to Alice during the protocol, the uncertainty in C is equivalent
to the uncertainty in which of γ,γT is the value of γ˜.
Now, let us first consider an OFDM channel. From the point
of view of Alice,
Pr(C = 0|γ, λ˜) = Pr(γ˜ = γ|γ˜ ∈ {γ,γT}, λ˜)
= Pr(γ˜ = γT |γ˜ ∈ {γ,γT}, λ˜) (14)
= Pr(C = 1|γ, λ˜).
Here (14) follows as we have assumed that the channel gains of
the parallel channels are i.i.d. This implies that I(C;γ, λ˜) = 0.
Similarly, if the parallel channels have resulted from a
MIMO channel, then Alice has also learned the precoding
8matrix W. Now,
Pr(C = 0|W,γ, λ˜)
= Pr(γ˜ = γ|W, γ˜ ∈ {γ,γT}, λ˜)
= Pr(γ˜ = γT |W, γ˜ ∈ {γ,γT}, λ˜) (15)
= Pr(C = 1|W,γ, λ˜).
Here (15) follows from Lemma 1. Thus we have
I(C;W,γ, λ˜) = 0. This proves that Alice does not gain any
information about C from what she learns during the protocol.
We now discuss the optimal OT-pairing and the optimal
power allocation.
V. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROTOCOL
Let us first consider the simple setup where equal power is
allocated in all pairs of subchannels, i.e.,
Pl =
P
2N
∀l.
The capacity for this power allocation is
R =
N∑
l=1
log
(
1 +
Pλ2`(l)
2N
)
−
N∑
l=1
log
(
1 +
Pλ2k(l)
2N
)
Clearly, this is maximized if λ2`(l) > λ
2
k(j) for all l, j. That
is, provided the best half of the channels form the stronger
channels of the pairs, the achieved rate is independent of the
actual pairing. However, this is not true if we have the freedom
to pair the channels as well as to allocate variable power Pl to
different pairs. In general, we would like to choose an optimal
pairing (`(l), k(l)); 1 ≤ l ≤ N and power allocation Pl; 1 ≤
l ≤ N so as to maximize
R =
N∑
l=1
log
(
1 +
Plλ
2
`(l)
2N
)
−
N∑
l=1
log
(
1 +
Plλ
2
k(l)
2N
)
. (16)
The following theorem states that an optimal OT pairing
couples the best channel with the worst, and so on with the
remaining channels.
Theorem 1 An optimal pairing combines the best channel
with the worst channel and continues similarly with the
remaining channels. That is, the pairing is given by `(l) = σ(l)
and k(l) = σ(2N − l + 1) for l = 1, · · · , N for some
permutation σ which arranges the gains in a non-increasing
order.
The proof of the theorem is given in the appendix. In the
theorem, the permutation σ is such that λσ(l) ≥ λσ(l+1) ∀ l <
2N . This result reduces the problem of joint optimization of
(16) for the best pairing and power allocation to separate
optimization of the pairing and the power allocation among
the pairs of channels. With high probability, all the gains
(λ1, · · · , λ2N ) are distinct. Under this high probability event,
Theorem 1 gives a unique optimal pairing. We now find the
optimal power allocation.
Optimal Power Allocation: In light of Theorem 1, we assume
that the channels are ordered such that
λl ≥ λl+1 for 1 ≤ l < 2N
and the channel with gain λl is paired with the channel
with gain λ′l, where λ
′
l = λ2N−l+1. Then for a given power
allocation Pl; 1 ≤ l ≤ N , the achieved rate is
R(P1, · · · , PN ) =
N∑
l=1
log(1 + Plλ
2
l )−
N∑
l=1
log(1 + Plλ
′2
l ).
We need to maximize this with respect to the Pls under the
condition
N∑
l=1
Pl ≤ P
2
.
Similar optimization was needed for power allocation over
different fading states for block fading wiretap channel [21].
This can be solved by defining the Lagrangian objective
function
J = R(P1, · · · , PN )− η
(
N∑
l=1
Pl − P
2
)
.
The optimal power allocation is given by
Pl =

(
(f(λl, λ
′
l, η))
1/2 − 12
(
1
λ2l
+ 1
λ′2l
))+
if λ′l 6= 0(
1
η − 1λ2l
)+
if λ′l = 0
where
f(λl, λ
′
l, η) =
1
4
(
1
λ′2l
− 1
λ2l
)[(
1
λ′2l
− 1
λ2l
)
+
4
η
]
,
and η is determined by the condition
N∑
l=1
Pl =
P
2
.
Power allocation across coherence blocks: If variable amount
of average power is allowed to be transmitted in different
blocks under a long term average power constraint, then
potentially higher rates are achievable. Let (λ1, λ2, · · · , λ2N )
denote the random vector that represents the ordered (non-
increasing) channel vector in a block. The optimum pairing in
each block is still as given by Theorem 1. The optimal power
allocation is the maximizer of the expected rate
R = E
[
N∑
l=1
(
log(1 + Pl(λ)λ
2
l )
− log(1 + Pl(λ)λ22N−l+1)
) ]
under the average power constraint
E
[
N∑
l=1
Pl(λ)
]
≤ P
2
.
By similar steps as before, the solution is given by
Pl(λ) =

(
(f(λl, λ
′
l, η))
1/2 − 12
(
1
λ2l
+ 1
λ′2l
))+
if λ′l 6= 0(
1
η − 1λ2l
)+
if λ′l = 0.
9where η is a global constant determined by the condition
E
[
N∑
l=1
Pl(λ)
]
=
P
2
. (17)
Here η depends only on the channel statistics and P .
VI. HIGH SNR ASYMPTOTICS
Let us consider a set of parallel channels. We want
to study the asymptotic expected rate. Let us consider a
fixed ordered channel vector (λ1, λ2, · · · , λ2N ) to start with.
Note that in the case of a (2N × nB) MIMO system
with precoding, there are 2N channels. If nB ≤ N , then
there are nB useful pairs of channels with channel gains
(λ1, λ
′
1), (λ2, λ
′
2), · · · , (λnB , λ′nB ), where λ′l = λ2N−l+1 = 0,
for l = 1, 2, · · · , nB . If N < nB < 2N , then there are N
pairs. (2N −nB) of them have the second channel gain zero,
more specifically, λ′1 = · · · = λ′(2N−nB) = 0.
Clearly, η → 0 as P →∞. So, Pl →∞ as P →∞. Now,
for a pair of channels with λ′l = 0, the rate contributed by the
pair is†
Rl = log
(
1 + Plλ
2
l
)
→ log(Plλ2l ). (18)
For such a channel pair,
Pl =
1
η
(
1− η
λ2l
)
⇒ ηPl → 1 as η → 0 (19)
When λ′l 6= 0 and λl 6= λ′l, as η → 0,
√
ηPl →
(
1
λ′2l
− 1
λ2l
) 1
2
. (20)
So, for such channel pairs,
Rl = log
(
1 + Plλ
2
l
)− log (1 + Plλ′2l )
→ log
(
λ2l
λ′2l
)
as P →∞. (21)
Now, using (19) and (20), the power constraint gives
ηP → 2(2N − nB) as P →∞. (22)
Inspired by similar concepts for communication over MIMO
channels, it is reasonable to define the OT-multiplexing gain
as
µOT = lim
P→∞
E [
∑
iRi]
logP
.
†Here we mean Rl − log(Plλ2l )→ 0 as P →∞
So,
µOT = lim
P→∞
E
[∑
l:λ′l=0
Rl
]
logP
(using(21))
= lim
P→∞
E
[∑
l:λ′l=0
log(Pl)
]
logP
(using(18))
= lim
P→∞
E
[∑
l:λ′l=0
(log(Pl)− log(ηPl))
]
logP − E(log(ηP )) (23)
= lim
P→∞
E
[∑
l:λ′l=0
(− log(η))
]
−E(log(η))
= E [|{l : λ′l = 0}|]
Here (23) follows from (19) and (22). Thus our protocol
achieves the OT-multiplexing gain of
µOT =

nB if nB ≤ N
2N − nB if N < nB ≤ 2N
0 if nB ≥ 2N.
In contrast, for communication over a 2N × nB MIMO
channel, the multiplexing gain is min{nB , 2N}. For nB ≥
2N , the average OT rate converges to a constant as P →∞.
This can be seen as a consequnce of the fact that the secrecy
capacity of the Gaussian wiretap channel goes to a constant
as P →∞.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results of our OT
protocols for some simple MIMO and OFDM channels which
include the examples discussed in Section III.
In Fig. 8, we plot the OT rate of our protocol for 2× 1 and
2 × 2 MIMO channels. The average OT rate is numerically
evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation methods for SNR
varying from 0 dB to 50 dB. The channel capacities for these
channels with CSIT are also numerically evaluated and shown.
It can be seen that OT rate of 2 × 1 MIMO channel at SNR
P dB is approximately equal to the capacity of 2× 1 MIMO
channel with CSIT at 3 dB lower transmit power. This is due
to the fact that in our OT protocol, half of the power is given
to the null-space of H which is useless for communication.
OT rate of 2 × 1 MIMO channel increases at the rate of 1
bit/3dB, as µOT = 1.
Using (21) we see that at very high SNR, the OT rate for
2 × 2 MIMO system is given by R ≈ E
[
log
(
λ20
λ21
)]
. Recall
that λ20, λ
2
1 are the eigenvalues of the Wishart matrix HH
†.
The joint p.d.f. of the ordered eigenvalues, γ0 = λ20, γ1 =
λ21, is given by e
−(γ0+γ1)(γ0 − γ1)2 [24, Theorem 2.17]. The
asymptotic value of the OT rate is thus
E
[
log
(
γ0
γ1
)]
=
∞∫
0
γ0∫
0
log
(
γ0
γ1
)
e−(γ0+γ1)(γ0 − γ1)2dγ1dγ0
= 1 + 2 ln(2) nats ≈ 3.45 bits.
In Fig. 9, OT rates for MIMO with nA = 4 and 1 ≤ nB ≤ 4
are shown as a function of SNR. As expected from Section VI,
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Fig. 8. OT Rate and MIMO capacity versus SNR for 2× 1, 2× 2 MIMO
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Fig. 9. OT Rates for MIMO with nA = 4 transmit antennas, and nB =
1, 2, 3, 4 receive antennas
the best OT rate is achieved when nB = nA/2 = 2, with
asymptotic slope of 2 bits/3dB (µOT = 2). The asymptotic
slope for nB = 1 and nB = 3 is 1 bit/3dB (µOT = 1). For
nB ≥ 4, µOT = 0, and the rate is bounded.
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Fig. 10. OT Rate and OFDM capacity versus SNR for 2, 4 Channels OFDM
In Fig. 10, we show the OT rate for 2-channels OFDM
and 4-channels OFDM, along with the capacities of the
corresponding channels. The OT rate of 2-channel OFDM
converges to a constant as SNR increases, since µOT =
0. To find this constant, we note that |H0| and |H1| are
i.i.d. with Rayleigh distribution. So |H0|2 and |H1|2 have
exponential distribution. Let S = max(|H0|2, |H1|2) and
T = min(|H0|2, |H1|2). Then the probability density functions
of S and T are 2(1−e−s)e−s and 2e−2t respectively. As SNR
increases, the OT rate for our protocol converges to
E[log(S/T )] =
∞∫
0
∞∫
0
log(s/t)2(1− e−s)e−s2e−2tdsdt
= 2 ln(2) nats = 2 bits.
The OT rate of 4-channels OFDM also converges to a constant
and µOT = 0.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a technique for OT over parallel fading
AWGN channels with receiver CSI with application to OFDM
and MIMO. For privacy of Bob against Alice, our techniques
use primarily Bob’s exclusive knowledge of the fading states,
whereas the additive noise is utilized for privacy of Alice
against Bob.
In AWGN channels, the noise realization is used to per-
form OT in [8], [22]. Following similar principle, the noise
realization can potentially be further utilized in our setup to
achieve better rate. In particular, for a single point-to-point
fading channel or for parallel fading channels with the same
fading coefficient, an obvious scheme is for Bob to first reveal
the channel state to Alice over the noise-free channel. Then
they can follow a protocol suitable for the resulting AWGN
channel. However, as pointed out in [22], the OT rate saturates
to a constant as P → ∞ in AWGN channels. Thus further
utilization of the noise realization in our protocol will not
only result in a much more complex protocol, but it will also
not provide any additional asymptotic OT-multiplexing gain.
With an odd number of OFDM channels, or an odd number
of transmit antennas in a MIMO system, we have an odd
number of parallel channels. In such a case, our protocol will
leave one channel of middle rank in strength unused. That
channel-state can be revealed to Alice by Bob, and the OT
protocol of [22] can be used in the resulting AWGN channel.
This also does not give any asymptotic (P →∞) improvement
in terms of multiplexing gain.
Altogether, the technique proposed in this paper can be
an important tool for performing OT efficiently over wireless
channels.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Lemma 2 If P1 > P2, α > β, then (1 + P1α)(1 + P2β) >
(1 + P1β)(1 + P2α).
Proof: We first note the following basic fact.
Claim: If x, y > 0 , xy > 1, then f(α) =
x+α
y+α is a
monotonically decreasing function of α.
Proof of the claim: It can be easily checked that dfdα =
y−x
(y+α)2 < 0 ∀α. Thus the claim follows.
Now by the hypothesis of the lemma, α > β and 1P1 <
1
P2
.
Thus by the above claim,
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α+ 1P2
β + 1P2
<
α+ 1P1
β + 1P1
=⇒ αP2 + 1
βP2 + 1
<
αP1 + 1
βP1 + 1
=⇒ (1 + αP1)(1 + βP2) > (1 + αP2)(1 + βP1)
Lemma 3 For any l, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, an optimal protocol
can not have λ`(l) > λk(l) > λ`(j) > λk(j).
Proof: We will show that under the above condition, the
pairing can be improved strictly with the same power allo-
cation. Let us consider another pairing defined by `′(·), k′(·)
such that
`′(t) = `(t) ∀t 6= j
`′(j) = k(l)
k′(t) = k(t) ∀t 6= l
k′(l) = `(j)
That is, k(l) and `(j) are interchanged. Clearly `′, k′ define
a valid pairing. Consider the same power allocation. Only the
rates Rl, Rj will change to R′l, R
′
j (say).
Rl +Rj = log
(1 + Plλ
2
`(l))(1 + Pjλ
2
`(j))
(1 + Plλ2k(l))(1 + Pjλ
2
k(j))
R′l +R
′
j = log
(1 + Plλ
2
`(l))(1 + Pjλ
2
k(l))
(1 + Plλ2`(j))(1 + Pjλ
2
k(j))
(Rl +Rj)− (R′l +R′j) = log
(1 + Pjλ
2
`(j))(1 + Plλ
2
`(j))
(1 + Plλ2k(l))(1 + Pjλ
2
k(l))
< 0 (since λ`(j) < λk(l))
Thus R′l + R
′
j > Rl + Rj . Since Rt = R
′
t ∀t 6= l, j, the
new pairing gives more rate with the same power allocation.
Lemma 4 For an optimal protocol
λ`(l) ≥ λk(j) ∀ l, j.
Proof: If this is not true, then suppose
λ`(l) < λk(j) for some l, j
Then
λ`(j) > λk(j) > λ`(l) > λk(l)
which can not be true by Lemma 3.
Lemma 5 For an optimal protocol
λ`(l) > λ`(j) ⇒ λk(l) ≤ λk(j).
Proof: By contradiction, suppose l, j are such that
λ`(l) > λ`(j) and λk(l) > λk(j)
⇒ λ`(l) > λ`(j) > λk(l) > λk(j)
as λ`(l) > λk(l) > λ`(j) > λk(j) can not be true by
Lemma 3.
Case 1: Pl > Pj
By Lemma 2,
log(1 + Plλ
2
k(l)) + log(1 + Pjλ
2
k(j))
> log(1 + Pjλ
2
k(l)) + log(1 + Plλ
2
k(j)) (24)
Consider a different pairing l, k′ such that
k′(t) =
 k(t) ; t 6= l, jk(l) ; t = j
k(j) ; t = l
i.e. k(l), k(j) are interchanged. Then the new rate R′ is such
that
R′ −R =
N∑
t=1
(R′t −Rt)
= (R′l −Rl) + (R′j −Rj)
= (R′l +R
′
j)− (Rl +Rj)
=
[
log(1 + Plλ
2
`(l))− log(1 + Plλ2k(j))
+ log(1 + Pjλ
2
`(j))− log(1 + Pjλ2k(l))
]
−
[
log(1 + Plλ
2
`(l))− log(1 + Plλ2k(l))
+ log(1 + Pjλ
2
`(j))− log(1 + Pjλ2k(j))
]
> 0 by (24).
Thus the new pairing strictly improves the rate.
Case 2: Pl < Pj
By Lemma 2,
log(1 + Pjλ
2
`(l)) + log(1 + Plλ
2
`(j))
> log(1 + Plλ
2
`(l)) + log(1 + Pjλ
2
`(j)) (25)
Consider a different pairing `′, k such that
`′(t) =
 `(t) ; t 6= l, j`(l) ; t = j
`(j) ; t = l
i.e. `(l), `(j) are interchanged. Then the new rate R′ is such
that
R′ −R = (R′l +R′j)− (Rl +Rj)
=
[
log(1 + Pjλ
2
`(l)) + log(1 + Plλ
2
`(j))
− log(1 + Plλ2`(l))− log(1 + Pjλ2`(l))
]
> 0 by (25).
So the new pairing strictly improves the rate. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
Now let us assume, without loss of generality, that the pairs
are indexed such that
λ`(l) ≥ λ`(l+1) ∀ l = 1, 2, · · · , N (26)
and
λk(l) ≤ λk(l+1) whenever λ`(l) = λ`(l+1) (27)
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for l = 1, 2, · · · , N.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let us define
σ(l) = `(l) for l = 1, · · · , N.
and
σ(l) = k(2N − l + 1) for l = N + 1, · · · , 2N.
We now need to prove that λσ(l) ≥ λσ(l+1) ∀ l.
For l = 1, 2, · · · , N−1, this follows from (26). For l = N , this
follows from Lemma 4. For N < l < 2N , if λσ(l) < λσ(l+1),
then
λk(j−1) > λk(j) where j = 2N − l + 1 > 1
But then
λ`(j−1) ≥ λ`(j) ≥ λk(j−1) > λk(j)
This contradicts either (27) or Lemma 5. Thus it must be true
for N < l < 2N that
λσ(l) ≥ λσ(l+1)
This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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